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PWP106G

2.4 GHz Wireless
Presenter with
Green Laser
Up to

GREEN
LASER

100ft

The PROLiNK® PWP106G Wireless Presenter comes with a high-precision green laser and a set of simple-to-use presenter
controls.
Using an Advanced Green Laser technology, the PROLiNK® PWP106G makes it possible for you to pinpoint whatever that is
important in a brightly lit environment, without losing the brightness of the beam.
In the hand, the PROLiNK® PWP106G is light and bears a physical resemblance to a fountain pen, making it much easier to
bring around or even to keep in a shirt pocket.
With the PROLiNK® PWP106G, users can expect longer-battery life of up to 6 months#! That said, whether you are a student,
educator or a working professional, the PROLiNK® PWP106G is definitely a product that you can always rely on.

Ultra-Bright Green Laser

On/Off Switch

Captivate your audience and
hold their attention indefinitely
with the high-precision green
laser (3X brighter than standard
red lasers).

Prevent accidental usage of
device and drainage of battery
consumption.

Effective Operating Range

Simplified Presentation
Control

Extended operating range up to
100-feet and enjoy greater
freedom to move around the
stage.

Longer Battery Life
Battery Life up to 6 months#.
Simple Green light indicator to
warn you for low battery status.

Convenient two-button design
that makes presentation control
easy for the user.

USB Wireless Receiver

No more hassle for software
installation. Simply plug the
receiver into a USB port when in
use or store it in the storage
compartment when done.

Specifications
Laser Pointer
Usage Mode
Button Functions
Indicator
Interface
Battery
Battery Life
RF Specifications
Operating Voltage
Operating Current
Operating System
Colour Options
Dimension
Weight

Green Laser
Presenter
On/Off, Page Up/Down, Laser Beam
Power on: Lights up (Green) for 3sec
Laser beam on: Lights up (Green)
Low battery: Blinks (Green)
USB
2 x AAA 1.5V
Up to 6 months#
Carrier Frequency
2.4GHz
RF Channels
32
Transmission Range
30m
3V
<300mA with Green Laser Beam
Supports Windows and Mac
Black and White
158*19*19mm
48g

# Actual battery life may vary based on usage and computing conditions.

System Requirements:
Windows XP/Vista/7/8/10, Mac*

Compatible with:

Authorised Distributor/ Reseller:

*Support for Intel-based Mac only

@global.prolink

(Intel CPU)

Slide Show (tested versions):
PowerPoint for Windows - 2003, 2007, 2010, 2013; PowerPoint for Mac - 2011
Keynote 6.0, 6.2, 6.5
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Battery life is measured with continuous use without
laser beam.

